Products Save Money

Gasoline Additive

AMSOIL products save motorists time and money through extended drain intervals, increased
FUELEFlCIENCYANDLONGER LASTINGEQUIPMENT
Extended Drain Intervals
In 1972, AMSOIL coined the phrase
“extended drain interval.” Many oil
companies have since introduced
SYNTHETICMOTOROILSOFTHEIROWN
recommended for use beyond 3,000
miles. Original equipment manufacturers have been raising recommended
OILDRAININTERVALSFORVEHICLES WITH
some reaching 10,000 miles or higher
WHERESTATEDBYANELECTRONICOILLIFE
monitoring system. AMSOIL offers

lubricants that safely extend drain
intervals even further for greater
savings.

OIL TRANSMISSIONmUIDANDGEARLUBE
throughout a vehicle.

&UEL%FÚCIENCY

AMSOIL synthetic lubricants help
REDUCEWEAR INHIBITDEPOSITAND
SLUDGEFORMATIONANDLOWEROPERATING
temperatures, even in severe service.
The superior protection they provide
translates into equipment that lasts
longer and requires less maintenance,
saving motorists money.

Longer-Lasting Equipment

Synthetic lubricants can provide
increased fuel economy compared to
conventional lubricants. Many AMSOIL
customers have reported receiving
SUBSTANTIALFUELECONOMYBENElTSAFTER
installing AMSOIL synthetic motor

Autos & Light Trucks

P.i.® Performance Improver
P.i. ranks among the most potent gasoline additives available today. As a concentrated detergent, it is outstanding in cleaning combustion chamber deposits, intake
valve deposits and port fuel injector deposits, eliminating the need for expensive
fuel injector cleaning procedures. It is ideal for use prior to emissions inspections,
ANDITHELPSMAINTAINPEAKENGINEEFlCIENCY FUELECONOMY POWERANDDRIVABILITY
INNEWERLOW MILEAGEENGINES)NENGINESWITHACCUMULATEDDEPOSITS 0IPROVIDES
up to 5.7 percent improved fuel mileage after only one tank of gasoline. A single
TREATMENTOF0IALSODELIVERSREDUCEDEMISSIONS RESTOREDPOWERANDPERFORMANCE 
reduced need for higher octane fuel, reduced carbon rap and preignition, better
drivability and smoother operation.

CONVENTIONAL
MOTOR OIL

$3.75 per quart x 25 quarts = $93.75

SYNTHETIC
MOTOR OIL

3,000 mi.
6,000 mi.

Miles/Year

25,000

9,000 mi.

Cost/Year

50.75

$

12,000 mi.
15,000 mi.

93.75
- $50.75
$

Miles/Year

LOST
TIME

changing oil
5 times.

15,000
Cost/Year

93.75

$

SAVINGS
PER YEAR
PER VEHICLE
*
$

43.00

Contact your AMSOIL Dealer for more information on AMSOIL products or to place an order. You may also
ORDERDIRECTBYCALLING!-3/),).#AT   ANDPROVIDINGTHEREFERRALNUMBERLISTEDHERE
Referral #_________________________________

Changing Oil Less Often is a Good Thing
!-3/),).#BECAMETHElRST
company to safely extend oil drain
intervals to 25,000 miles or one year,
dramatically cutting the amount of oil
CONSUMED WASTE OILGENERATEDAND
tailpipe emissions produced nation-

WIDE!-3/),MOTOROILSADVANCED
lubricity (slipperiness) helps optimize
fuel economy, reducing fuel consumpTIONAND!MERICASDEPENDENCEON
foreign oil. They resist high-temperature volatility (burn-off), reducing oil

consumption and air pollution
emissions. Use of AMSOIL synthetic
LUBRICANTSBENElTSCONSUMERS
vehicles and the environment.
SYNTHETIC
MOTOR OILS

%XAMPLESONLY"ASEDON-ARCH lGURES0RICESSUBJECTTOCHANGE
!-3/),).# 4OWER!VE 3UPERIOR 7)s 715-392-7101 s Printed in U.S.A.
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DRIVETRAIN
FLUIDS

ACCESSORY
PRODUCTS

Premium Protection
Extended Drain Intervals
Maximum Performance
Save Money

Synthetic Motor Oils
!-3/),REVOLUTIONIZEDTHEAUTOMOTIVEWORLD
WITHITSINTRODUCTIONOFTHElRSTSYNTHETICMOTOR
oil to meet American Petroleum Institute service
requirements. Today, AMSOIL is the recognized
leader in synthetic lubricant technology.
7ITHTHREEPREMIUMSYNTHETICMOTOROILLINESAVAILable, everyone from casual motorists to hardcore
performance enthusiasts can experience the
MANYBENElTSOF!-3/),SYNTHETICSTHROUGHOUT
the drain interval they prefer.

Ea® Oil and Air Filters
SERIES
SIGNATURE

-AXIMUM&UEL%FÚCIENCY

!lLTERSEFlCIENCYREFERSTOITSABILITYTOSTOPDIRTAND
other contaminants from entering the engine. AMSOIL
Ea/IL&ILTERSTRAPANDHOLDPERCENTOFPARTICLES
MICRONSANDLARGER WHILECOMPETITIVElLTERSDEMONSTRATE
EFlCIENCIESASLOWASPERCENT%a Air Filters rank
AMONGTHEMOSTEFlCIENTlLTERSAVAILABLE REMOVINGlVE
times more dust than traditional cellulose media alone and
TIMESMOREDUSTTHANWETGAUZElLTERMEDIA

Extended Service

AMSOIL synthetic motor oils are designed to reduce friction,
resulting not only in enhanced performance and protection,
BUTINCREASEDFUELEFlCIENCYASWELL7ITHLESSRESISTANCETO
internal moving parts, engines are able to operate at peak
EFlCIENCYANDDELIVERMAXIMUMMPG

Compare?

&ULLYSYNTHETICMEDIABRINGSMAXIMUMEFlCIENCYTO
the auto/light-truck market.
Protection

!-3/),3IGNATURE3ERIES3YNTHETIC
Motor Oil is the industry benchmark in
quality, providing maximum performance
and protection throughout drain intervals
up to 25,000 miles/one year. Available in
lVEVISCOSITIES

How does

5SEDWITH!-3/),SYNTHETICMOTOROILS %a Oil Filters have a maximum
recommended service life of either 15,000 miles or 25,000 miles, depending on the
application. Ea!IR&ILTERSPROVIDE MILESFOURYEARSOFSERVICEWITHANNUAL
CLEANINGUSINGASHOPVACUUMORCOMPRESSEDAIR"OTHLINESOFlLTERSSAVEMOTORISTS
time and money.

Sequence IIIG Engine Test
0ERFORMEDBYINDEPENDENTLAB/CTOBER

/UTPERFORMS)NDUSTRY3TANDARDS

Failing Example

4HE),3!#'& MOTOROILSPECIlCATIONESTABLISHES
minimum quality standards for oil performance in
THEAREASOFENGINECLEANLINESS WEARPROTECTION FUEL
economy and more. In industry-standard testing,
!-3/),3IGNATURE3ERIES7 3YNTHETIC-OTOR/ILL
outperforms ILSAC GF-5 standards in virtually all
categories, helping engines remain cleaner, last
longer and achieve increased mpg.

Passing Example

AMSOIL Signature Series
3YNTHETIC-OTOR/Il

sPERCENTIMPROVEDCLEANLINESSPROPERTIES
s8BETTERWEARPROTECTIONONCAMSANDLIFTERS
sPERCENTLESSOILCONSUMPTION
sPERCENTINCREASEDOXIDATIONRESISTANCE
s3URPASSEDFUELECONOMYSTANDARD

2ELIABLE0ROTECTION
By controlling friction and heat more effectively than conVENTIONALOILS !-3/),SYNTHETICMOTOROILSCANSIGNIlCANTLY
REDUCETHERATEOFCOMPONENTWEARANDFAILURE$URINGCOLD
STARTSWHENMOSTWEAROCCURS THEYREMAINmUIDTOCIRCULATE
and deliver faster lubrication to critical engine parts than
conventional oils.

Premium Performance
!-3/),SYNTHETICMOTOROILSLOWCOEFlCIENTOFFRICTION
ALLOWSMOREENERGYTOREACHTHEVEHICLESWHEELS
MAXIMIZINGPOWERANDPERFORMANCE4HEIRSOPHISTICATED
chemistries reduce oil consumption and inhibit sludge
FORMATIONFORACLEAN EFlCIENTENGINE

)NCREASED&UEL%CONOMY

3UPERIOR4RANSMISSION0ROTECTION

Drivetrain Fluids
!-3/),8,3YNTHETIC-OTOR/IL uses
extended-drain boost technology to deliver
superior performance for up to 10,000 miles/
SIXMONTHS OREVENLONGERWHENRECOMMENDEDINOWNERSMANUALSORINDICATEDBY
electronic oil life monitoring systems.
!VAILABLEINlVEVISCOSITIES

0REMIUMDRIVETRAINmUIDSDELIVERBUMPER TO BUMPERPROTECTION
EXTENDEDSERVICELIFEANDMAXIMUMFUELEFlCIENCY
!-3/),3YNTHETIC!UTOMATIC4RANSMISSION&LUIDS

)NJECTORPATTERNBEFOREP.i. treatment

Injector pattern after P.i. treatment

!-3/),SYNTHETICAUTOMATICTRANSMISSIONmUIDSmOWREADILY
in cold temperatures for fast circulation and protection. They
RESISTTHERMALBREAKDOWNANDINHIBITSLUDGEANDDEPOSIT
formation for smooth shifts and quick response times,
even in severe driving conditions. Their synthetic
FORMULATIONSHELPMAXIMIZEFUELEFlCIENCYWHILEDELIVERING
excellent performance and protection.

Excessive lubricant oxidation leads to
VARNISHANDSLUDGEFORMATION mUID
D
thickening, poor overall shift
performance and clutch glazing.
AMSOIL Multi-Vehicle Synthetic
Automatic Transmission Fluid
WITHSTANDSTHECHALLENGES
presented by modern, hot-running
g
transmissions. It resists oxidation
TWOTIMESLONGERTHANREQUIRED
for MERCON V to deliver
outstanding protection.

AMSOIL Severe Gear®3YNTHETIC'EAR,UBE

!-3/),/%3YNTHETIC-OTOR/IL
is engineered to outperform
conventional oils throughout
original equipment manufacturerrecommended drain intervals.
Available in four viscosities.

3EVERE'EARBOASTSANATURALLYHIGHlLMSTRENGTHANDTOUGH
extreme-pressure additives to shield gears from metal-to-metal
CONTACT)TSLOW FRICTIONFORMULATIONPROMOTESMAXIMUMFUEL
EFlCIENCYANDITISDESIGNEDTOPROVIDELONGEROIL SEALAND
EQUIPMENTLIFE!VAILABLEINlVEVISCOSITIES

!-3/),3YNTHETIC'REASES
AMSOIL synthetic greases are engineered to protect better than conventional
greases. They feature exceptional adhesion properties and superior frictionreduction abilities for long equipment life.

High Temperature Tests
)NTAKE6ALVEBEFORE
0I4REATMENT

&ORD-%2#/.®6REQUIREDOXIDATIONTEST!"/4

Intake Valve after
0I4REATMENT

0

&OROPTIMUMFUELEFlCIENCYANDLOWEREMISSIONS FUEL
MUSTlRSTBEATOMIZEDINTOAlNEMISTPRIORTOENTERING
the combustion chamber. Over time, injector deposits
PRODUCEIRREGULARSPRAYPATTERNSWITHHEAVYSTREAMSOF
GASOLINETHATREDUCEPERFORMANCE WHILEINTAKEVALVE
DEPOSITSALSODECREASEEFlCIENCY!-3/),0I®
Performance Improver cleans injector and intake valve
DEPOSITSTOIMPROVEFUELEFlCIENCYUPTOPERCENT
and an average of 2.3 percent.
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